Graphical a n d tnbul;w tl;tt,:r on the freqwucy of frontal ~m s n g e s a t Ocean Station Vessels on the North Atlantic are compiled from historical wexther tl~aps for the years 1945-57. The stabilizing influence of the Gulf Stream is shown by the ra1)id modificatiorl of air temperature at all stations and by the rapitl transition of frontal systems. The greatest freqnency of fronts is found at the line of initial contact of cooler air with that associated with the Gulf Stream in the westernulost region of the ocean.
INTRODUCTION
The air mass t,heory of modern meterology was offered by Bjerknes [I] in 1919. Bjerknes's concept,, thougl~ modified over the years, continnes as a basic approach to the analysis of daily surface or "sea level" synoptic weather maps [ 7 ] . The boundaries or leading edges of air masses, generally l i n o~v n as "front~s," are regularly entered on surface weather maps. Because fronts often produce notable weather chnngw as they pass by an individual location, the pmt, present? :md :mticipated positiolls of fronts bear heavily on tlw daily weather forecast.
Fronts, air masses, :mcl other dynamic fe:ttures of the general circulation, presently indispensable to daily weather map analysis and forewstinp, are also useful in explaining climate in qualitative ternls. These feat,ures are not, homever, so :tnlenable to statistical analysis of climate. Air masses p:~rticul:wly are subject to labeling that differs among analysts. Likewise the placenlent of front,s on a weather map is subject, to individual interpretation. As a result, there have bee11 hut few efforts to analyze these features systematically as climatic elements. However, the careful preparation of an historical series of daily weather maps offers R far greater potential for consistency and continuity than those prepared 011 an operational basis. The program for preparing the first series of suc.11 n~aps during World W a r T I [ll] :UKI some of their derivatives (many still unpublished) was reported by Wexler and Tepper [16] . During the war, as the first 10 years of the series became available (1929-:38 series :we occasional redevelopnwnts or frontolyses which take place within the 24 hours. Nerertheless the consistency that is maintained in this historical series of mslps permits relatively systematic clilnatological treatment.
Reference points for compiling the frontal frequencies discussed here are those locations presently assigned in the North Atlantic Ocean Station Network (see fig. l ), altllougll vessels have not been located at these exact positions all through the period used. By the use of plastic masks, upon which the Ocean Station Vessel positions and "on-station squares" were printed in the correct scale, the fronts could be followed from day to day through the station squares. Checks TTere employed to guard against tabulating errors.
The following front'al types were considered: cold, w-xrn~, occluded, and stationary. An attempt to discriminate between cold and warm occlusions was abandoned because of the relative paucity of ship's observations. Data for stationary fronts are not presented separately, buc are included in the graphs for all fronts combined.
Type of front and date of frontal passage at each Ocean Station Vessel position were recorded along with the affected station's temperature, dew point, pressure, and wind for the day before, the day of, and the day following frontal passage. Summaries of the data are presented in Outbreaks of cold air nlove farthest south behind cold tables 1-2 and figures 2-7. Actual frequencies rather fronts in the wester111nost region of the m a n area. Genthan percentage frequencies are S~O Table 4 gives the frequency of intervals between frontal passages. Tlle longest period on any station without a major frontd passage occurred on Station "E". On June 20, 1951, a cold front passed the station. The Bermuda High blocked any further southward movement of fronts in the vicinity of this station until September 3, 75 days later, when anotller cold front finally passed the station.
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Station '.I)'' has the most rapid exchange of air masses.
Intervals of from less than 1 day to 2 days betveen frontal passages are con1mon. station "IC' the Gulf Stream has become so diffused :lnd mixed in its path across the Atlant,ic that it has now lost most of its identifying characteristics and is itself heginning its sontllward flow along with the cold air on the eastern part of the Iltlantic. A sharp contrast in frequencies of frontal passages at high and low lat,itude stations is sllo~vn i n figures 4 :mcl 5. These graphs show the transition of frontal systems due to the effects of the Gulf Stre:un. Moving northward a great deal of tlle modified :lir is caught in the flow around the Icelandic Low.
Ai frequency distribution of tEle temperature differences of the clay before the frontal passage and the day following for a strmple of 6,820 fronts on all st,ations as computed ( fig. 6 ) . Temperature data for cold, warm, occluded, and stationary fronts were combined for this study. Temperature of tlle air was rnodified so rapidly t>lla.t t.lle mean 48-hoar temperature change mas near zero. I n other words, on the average the temperxture at 1230 GAIT the day following the frontal passage had returned to about the same n l n e as that of the day before the frontal passage. (In contrast, at land stations the day following a frontal passage usually provides extreme temperatures.) The standard deviation of the distribution is 4.6'F. and out of the sample of 6,820 frontal occurrenc,es 6,049 of the 48-hour temperature changes fall within one standard deviation from the mean and 6,422 within t,wo standard devi a t' ions. This indicates the effectiveness of the heat storage in the oceans in contrast to shallo\~ heating and quick loss of heat by land masses. The same general results would be obtained with any single frontal type. Figure   7 gives : % comparison of Stations "A" on the east of the southern tip of Greenland and "B" on the west against the most sout>h-ern station, "E". Hot11 of the northern stations, even though situated in the Labrador Current, demonstrate the profound and far-reaching influence of the Gulf Stream.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented a few basic statistics on frontal passages Over an ocean area frequently traversed by both ships and aircraft,. The da.ta were compiled from synoptic weather maps, which are used rather infrequently as a source for climatological summarization.
This effort has demonstrated the degree of facility with which historical sea level synoptic maps may b'e used to determine a preliminary climatology of well-known fentures of atmospheric motion systems. It is hoped tha.t it will direct some further thinking toward a usefu.1 climatology of dynamic systems in the general circulation. 
